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 India has the world's second biggest work power of 516.3 million individuals and albeit time-based 

compensation rates in India have dramatically increased over the previous decade, the most recent World 

Bank report expresses that roughly 350 million individuals in India right now live underneath the neediness 

line. With an expected populace of 1.2 billion individuals, this implies each third Indian is deprived of even 

fundamental necessities like nourishment, training and social insurance and many are as yet cursed by 

joblessness and lack of education. Social Entrepreneurs can help ease these issues by putting those less 

blessed on a way towards a beneficial life. Instead of leaving societal necessities to the legislature or 

business parts, they can take care of the issue by changing the framework. Social Entrepreneurship as the 

concept was coined long ago, but developing since last decade. In the beginning   Social Entrepreneurship 

used as corporate social responsibility that provided funds to charitable institution to run philanthropic 

organisations as small scale the definition of Social Entrepreneurship has changed over time from corporate 

philanthropy to nonprofit now moving towards sustainability. This paper deals about History, Growth and 

contribution of Social Entrepreneurship to society.   

 

History of Social Entrepreneurship in India 

Numerous cases and settings of social and monetary prohibition have been changed over into open doors for 

social business enterprise. Social endeavours (SEs) may not take care of all the advancement issues in India. 

In any case, given the right biological system and support from the state, SEs can change the monetary, 

social and environmental frameworks for many Indians, barred from standard open and private division 

development, employments and pay openings. This paper contends that this transformative capability of the 

SEs not just needs the help of the state, yet in addition approaches to prepare the help. The last requests 

proper explanation and support endeavors from the social business people themselves. The present tight-

rope walk where numerous promising social advancements what's more, undertakings fall on the wayside 

and are not given the space for experimentation, learning and advancement, can turn into a potential runway 

for social business enterprise to take-off to accomplish more extensive and more profound financial and 

social effects. Required are the strategy and institutional changes inside the state and inside a scope of 

related performing artists in the private and metro space (Villgrow.org 2018) 

Social enterprises (SE) represent a fundamental innovation; in their strategies, structures, norms and values 

they are distinct from the conventional non-profit organizations (Dart, 2004). 
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Social business enterprise is a sort of business activity that goes for taking up a social issue for achieving a 

change in the same. The individual who responds to the call is known as a social business person and he/she 

utilizes standard of enterprise with the aim of making social capital and not being basically benefit focused.  

The point of social business is to advance the reason for social and natural objectives that have an effect in 

either in the present or the circumstances to come. Such business visionaries are for the most part a piece of 

or related somehow with some not-for-profit associations (NGO's). In spite of the fact that benefit making is 

additionally as part of this idea however it may not be the sole reason for the association.  

Andrew Mawson worked widely upon the idea of social business and stretched out the same to achieve 

change in the network structure. He additionally established the framework of the Bow focus in east 

London. For this he was presented upon the peerage of Lord Mawson and he works for creating associations 

for recovery work started by him. 

The terms, Social Entrepreneur and Social Entrepreneurship, developed  into basic speech in the mid 1980s, 

when (Bill Drayton2002) distinguished this  process as a type of business enterprise, which attempted to 

discover answers for fluctuated  issues of mankind, particularly poor people and the minimized, in the  

entrepreneurial way. The 2006 Nobel Prize for Peace was granted to Prof.  Mohamed Yunus, a Bangladeshi 

investor, who reformed the economy of the destitution stricken society of his nation, with his development 

called  Microcredit. In the reference for the honor, it was commented, "financial security  is the 

establishment for quiet living". At exhibit, microcredit is embraced as a  methods for advancement the 

whole way across the world. (David Bornstein2007) , a writer with various books amazingly on the subject 

of social advancement, had composed  his first book, "The Prize of a Dream" on Prof. Yunus and his 

development of microcredit. 

Definitions 

1. Social Entrepreneurship 

Social entrepreneurship is a term that has come to be applied to the activities of grass-roots activists, 

NGOs, Policy makers, International institutions, and corporations, amongst others, which address a 

range of social issues in innovative and creative ways (Nicholls, 2008).  According to C Seelos, J 

Mair Social entrepreneurship(SE) is used torefer to the rapidly growing number of organisations that 

have created models for efficiently catering to basic human needs that existing markets and 

institutions have  failed to satisfy(C Seelos, 2005). Prof. J. Gregory Dees of Stanford University in 

1998, but his essay contained a fundamental oversight. He outlines five factors that define social 

entrepreneurship: Adopting a mission to create and sustain social value (not just private value); 

recognizing and relentlessly pursuing new opportunities to serve that mission; engaging in a process 

of continuous innovation, adaptation, and learning; acting boldly without being limited by resources 

currently in hand; and exhibiting a heightened sense of accountability to the constituencies served 

and for the outcomes created. 
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2. Social Enterprise 

According  EMES Social enterprise is an organisation which an explicit aim to benefit the 

community,intiated by a group of citizens and in which the material interest of capital investors is 

subject to limits. Social enterprises also place a high value on their autonomy and an economic risk-

taking related to ongoing socio-economic activity. Defourny, Jacques. (2018).  

 

3. Social Entrepreneur 

Social entrepreneurs drive social innovation and transformation in various fields including 

education, health, environment and enterprise development. They pursue poverty alleviation goals 

with entrepreneurial zeal, business methods and the courage to innovate and overcome traditional 

practices. A social entrepreneur, similar to a business entrepreneur, builds strong and sustainable 

organisations, which are either setup as not-for-profits a s companies (www.schwabfound.org) 

 

 

History of Social Entrepreneurship In India 

 

Source:- Author  Model 

Social Entrepreneurship as the idea was begat long prior yet has been in the corporate speech in simply the 

ongoing past. Generally, business enterprise has been related with benefit making people who point high 

and accomplish a great deal for themselves in the realm of intense rivalry. What's more, the accomplishment 

of big business was and is being judged on parameters like ROI and Net Income edges. Be that as it may, 

with the strengthening and familiarity with the subjects of the creating scene, another upheaval has begun, 

especially among the adolescent of the world. This unrest is the development of Social Entrepreneurship — 

the type of business enterprise where benefits are not the final product, but rather simply the way to 

accomplish the final product of social upliftment and further strengthening.  
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At first, the idea of social enterprise used to be related with the Corporate Social Responsibility of the 

corporate houses that gave assets to the magnanimous establishments to run the altruistic associations at a 

little scale. These foundations or associations did not have any plan of action of their own and generally 

worked with the assets from government or gifts from the contributors.  

 

Comprehensively, non-benefit associations like SOS Children's Village, anyway vast they are, are supported 

totally by the givers who are the altruistic trusts, people, governments or corporate. In spite of the fact that 

the targets are honourable and the accomplishments are mind boggling, the plan of action of these 

associations is to be judged on two critical parameters: Sustainability and Scalability.  

 

Can these non-benefit associations maintain without anyone else if the outside subsidizing from them are 

unplugged? Would this be able to show be connected to different segments effectively? As clarified by CK 

Prahalad through his book "The Fortune at the Bottom of the Pyramid", social reason has dependably been 

viewed as an ethical commitment that can't be satisfied by methods for business. In any case, the change in 

outlook occurred when the business people understood the capability of the undiscovered markets that could 

create benefits for them and give a superior lifestyle to nationals of the general public in the meantime. The 

greatest lift was given by the Nobel Prize champ Dr. Mohammad Yunus when his cerebrum tyke Grameen 

Bank turned out to be so fruitful in one of the supposed slightest created nations, Bangladesh. It was before 

long understood that benefits can be made alongside serving the general public, if you regard benefits as a 

methods and not the final product.  

 

Along these lines, activities like Casas Bahia and CEMEX in Brazil, and ITC e-choupal and Aravind Eye 

Care jumped up in India. A large portion of these activities are very much into their second-age, in business 

terms. In India, different associations like SEWA, AWAKE, Nandi Foundation and Jaipur Foot have been 

begun by the stirred and enabled natives of India. In any case, as is commonly said, Entrepreneurship is 

infectious as is Social Entrepreneurship. This division, called the "third area" in the book "The Emergence 

of Social Enterprise", has been developing at a high pace even through the current financial downturn. 

Meaning of social business enterprise has changed after some time. From corporate altruism to non-benefit 

and now to self-supportability, Social Entrepreneurship has developed and will continue advancing with 

time and needs of the world.  

 

Be that as it may, the real test that Social Entrepreneurship faces today is the meaning of the objectives and 

the destinations. Not at all like the corporate division where the accomplishments are unmistakably 

characterized and parts distinguished, it's only here and there to be found in the social area. Associations 

like SEWA are substance to give work to the ladies in oppressed zones of India, however don't have any 
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objectives as far as the quantity of utilized ladies or the normal pay rates, if these parameters can be 

legitimized as applicable objectives in any case. By and by, this test doesn't hamper the advance of the third 

area yet infact makes it all the more trying for the business visionaries to 

investigate.(www.youthkiawaz.com)  

 

 

CHALLENGES OF SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

Social business enterprise has a major test to assume the part of changing the general public structure in the 

social segment, by embracing a mission to make and maintain social esteem (not simply private esteem, 

Recognizing and tirelessly seeking after new chances to serve that mission, Engaging in a procedure of 

ceaseless development, adjustment, and picking up, acting strongly without being constrained by assets right 

now close by, and showing elevated responsibility to the bodies electorate served and for the results made. 

Social division pioneers will represent these attributes in various routes and to various degrees. 

(https://fikpani.wordpress.com)  

The significant test that Social Entrepreneurship faces today is the meaning of the objectives and the targets. 

Dissimilar to the corporate area where the accomplishments are unmistakably characterized and parts 

distinguished, it's only from time to time to be found in the social division. Associations like SEWA are 

substance to give work to the ladies in discouraged zones of India, yet don't have any objectives as far as the 

quantity of utilized ladies or the normal pay rates, if these parameters can be defended as important 

objectives in any case.  

1. There is an absence of assets to put resources into full-scale remodel and redesigns of social business 

enterprise.  

 

2. There are visit intrusions in benefit, which disturbs business and really begins to tackle benefits.  

 

3. There were numerous lawful hindrances to charities opening organizations, which required finding 

an extremely reliable individual to enroll the bistro business and an innovative legal counselor.  

 

4. The other preferred standpoint of utilizing previous customers is low turnover, in spite of the fact 

that preparation costs for the staff are high to start with.  

 

5. As India thumps on the entryways of new open doors with its blasting economy and expanding 

regard in the worldwide market, another idea is being conceived. An idea where productivity meets 

mankind and picking up is likeness offering back to the general public. 
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CONTRIBUTION OF SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN INDIA 

The social business enterprise is most pertinent in countries which have formative issues. India being a 

creating country has its own social difficulties and social formative issues. Social business can resolve all 

the social disparities which are winning in India. In late circumstances, a few new businesses/new pursuits 

has created remembering social interests and giving maintainable answer for social issues and gaining their 

benefits also. Since the idea of benefit is every one of, this has the effect in financial and social business 

enterprise. Social enterprise in India has more extensive degree than monetary enterprise. The need of social 

business enterprise in Indian setting is an exceptionally fundamental too, as a large portion of the items 

what's more, administrations are engaged at the higher end clients and the individuals who have restricted 

means are denied from their  needs because of absence of assets. Social business enterprise takes 

considerations of this denied area of market and give merchandise/administrations to them at their terms and 

conditions. Such society needs satisfying turns out to be exceptionally testing too, due to no or less benefits 

in any case. There are numerous illustrations where individuals have settled on social business enterprise 

than monetary business enterprise, government and different variables have played a great deal in doing as 

such. Any place the societal holes are wide and societal imbalances are continuing, social business 

enterprise turns out to be exceptionally applicable like in India. (Tripda Rawal 2018) 

 

Following are contentions which bond the requirements for social business enterprise in India and spots like 

India everywhere throughout the  world. Following are the commitment made by social  business enterprise 

in India.  

 

1. Social business enterprise centers around denied/frail segment of society, India has more than 27 

crore individuals living under such conditions. So social business progresses toward becoming 

important and it is required the most to uplift this area of individuals.  

2. Social business sees social advantages as essential what’s more, benefits as optional. These aides in 

getting extraordinary items/benefits on very moderate costs.  

3. Social business enterprise addresses the social issues, such issues may incorporate lack of education, 

and young lady kid manhandles, financing, wellbeing, consumable water and so forth. Social 

enterprise helps in meeting these social issues by underwriting the nearby assets and applying 

entrepreneurial standards. In that case we require social business enterprise, so we can limit the 

effects the social issues.  

4. Social enterprise likewise develops like some other branch of enterprise; however this development 

is somewhat extraordinary. This advancement is named as social development, as they are engaged 

upon the social issues. The social development is only discovering the most creative also, one of a 

kind arrangement of social issues.  
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5. A standout amongst the most essential needs of social business enterprise is towards base of the 

pyramid. This base of the pyramid alluded to the general population who have moderate pay, 

however high acknowledgment for social innovations. There are numerous social undertakings who 

have arranged their items and administrations for base of the pyramid too. Social business enterprise 

is the best way to satisfy the necessities and requests for base of the pyramid; this contention is the 

most grounded for the presence of social business enterprise in India.  

 

6. Social business enterprise like some other monetary movement gives business the general population 

having essential aptitudes. This additionally makes social business required in Indian setting as India has the 

greatest number of individuals jobless what's more, this issue can be illuminated by social enterprise 

adequately. 

Case studies on Social Entrepreneurship 

 

(www.sustaintech.in) 

Sustaintech India Private Limited is a social endeavor which fabricates and offers practical vitality items, 

fundamentally fuel-proficient business cook stoves. It is a branch of Technology Informatics Design 

Endeavor (TIDE), a non-benefit association "gave to advancing economical advancement through 

innovative mediations."  

 

TIDE perceived that a portion of their advancements were powerful in accomplishing fuel proficiency, yet 

these items were not achieving the market fragments to the degree of the accessible potential. Understanding 

the intensity of market-based systems, TIDE elevated Sustaintech to market and offer a scope of its fuel-

effective cook stoves to roadside diner proprietors who could all the more effortlessly observe the 

advantages from the financial, ecological, and wellbeing enhancements of Sustaintech's economical 

advancements.  

 

Sustaintech was established in mid 2009 and has effectively sold more than 1700 stoves in more than two 

long periods of task. Right now working in Tamil Nadu, Sustaintech is investigating approaches to expand 
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its essence in south India. With the help of collaborating merchants and money related establishments, 

Sustaintech is endeavoring to raid into new markets where it can give top notch items went for enhancing 

the lives of clients while at the same time diminishing the effect on deforestation. The main vision is to 

promote rapid adoption of sustainable energy related technologies and products. 

UJJIVAN 

 

As a MFI, Ujjivan's IT foundation is thought to be the best in India and this has helped the organization to 

rise as the pioneer in MFI advances. Ujjivan's ability to investigate and try different things with new IT 

developments has empowered the organization to effectively convey monetary administrations productively 

to clients throughout the years, while always enhancing the accommodation of exchanges by means of new 

innovation.  

 

By and by, IBM's cloud-based Virtualized Server Recovery (VSR) arrangement gives Ujjivan an oversaw, 

round-the-clock arrangement intended to help application progression and lessens operational expense and 

information misfortune. The utilization of handheld gadgets encourages the execution of exchanges at the 

client's doorstep both in on the web and disconnected modes. Further, the need to catch more information 

and build up new procedures to meet administrative necessities is met by IBM Filenet, the most strong 

programming for DMS, Content Management, Workflow and Process Management. With all the best MFI 

innovations set up today, Ujjivan has the ability to process 4 lakh credits multi month which is at standard 

with a portion of the main banks in India.  

 

Looking forward at the future and changing into a Small Finance Bank (SFB), Ujjivan has united an 

amazing troupe of world class IT majors. The best of the breed innovation arrangements suppliers for the up 

and coming bank IT framework incorporate Finacle Core Banking Solution from Infosys, Oracle Financials, 

IBM Middleware et cetera. As an organization whose tasks will keep on remaining client driven, Ujjivan 

will utilize the CRM Solution from CRMNext to guarantee that each client appreciates best-in-class benefit.  

 

One of RBI's commands to Ujjivan post the conceding of the on a basic level endorsement is that the 

organization ought to grow administrations to the unbanked country zones. Handheld gadgets and portable 

saving money will assume a tremendous part in making such administration a plausibility. Further, Ujjivan 

has cooperated with I-Exceed to utilize its Mobile Unified Platform to guarantee versatility in handheld 

gadgets.  
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Ujjivan's Core Banking Solution and every single other framework will keep running on the most secure 

and hearty servers like Oracle Sun Super Cluster, CISCO Blade Servers and CISCO Routers and Switches. 

Remembering the requirement for security, Ujjivan will have a 3 way Data Center comprising of a Primary 

Data Center, a Disaster Recovery Data Center and a Near Disaster Recovery Data Center. This will 

guarantee legitimate security and a 3 route replication of information progressively.  

 

Progressing into a Small Finance Bank, Ujjivan isn't thinking little – however planning for an impressive 

future for tomorrow. Ujjivan is intending to be at standard with the best players in the managing an account 

industry. At long last, a definitive goal behind this interest in IT foundation is to give better and continuous 

support of Ujjivan's clients keeping in mind the end goal to amplify their fulfilment. 

VAATSALYA HEALTHCARE 

 

While 70% of India's populace lives in semi-urban and rustic regions, dominant part of the human services 

offices are in urban/metro territories and not available to these families.Vaatsalya is crossing over this hole 

by building and overseeing doctor's facilities/centers in semi-urban and provincial zones and bringing 

medicinal services administrations where it is required most. Its vision is to change the personal satisfaction 

in India by bringing moderate, productive and amicable social insurance inside the span of the normal 

individual. Vaatsalya as of now has seven clinics crosswise over Karnataka and Andhra Pradesh.  

Vaatsalya Hospital, is a honor winning social undertaking, concentrated on building a system of doctor's 

facilities in Tier 2 and Tier 3 towns in India. serving a sum of 500+ beds. Vaatsalya is the biggest healing 

center system of its kind in India with a mission to construct an across the country system of doctor's 

facilities crosswise over Tier 2 and Tier 3 towns.  

While 70% of India is living in semi-urban and country territories, 80% of human services offices are 

situated in urban/metro zones. 

Conclusion 

In the previous decade, India has seen significant development in its social undertaking movement. The 

number and nature of inventive thoughts and business plans have enhanced due to developing mindfulness, 

bolster, and quality preparing and workshops accessible for social business visionaries furthermore, social 

undertaking pioneers.  The social endeavor biological system has developed with help associations giving 

direct, aberrant, money related, and warning help to social endeavors.  Regardless of the creating biological 

community and esteemed potential of the division, constrained writing is accessible on social undertakings 

in India. Markers, for example, the number of social undertakings in India, their commitment to India’s 
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GDP and workforce, also, attributes of social undertaking pioneers are still vague. In addition, there is need 

of an all encompassing comprehension of the government approaches and courses offered by advanced 

education organizations that look to help the social venture area in India. 
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